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Abstract—Analog beamforming is an attractive and cost-
effective solution to exploit the benefits of massive multiple-
input-multiple-output systems, by requiring only one up/down-
conversion chain. However, the presence of only one chain
imposes a significant overhead in estimating the channel state
information required for beamforming, when conventional digital
channel estimation (CE) approaches are used. As an alternative,
this paper proposes a novel CE technique, called periodic analog
CE (PACE), that can be performed by analog hardware. By
avoiding digital processing, the estimation overhead is signifi-
cantly lowered and does not scale with number of antennas.
PACE involves periodic transmission of a sinusoidal reference
signal by the transmitter, estimation of its amplitude and phase
at each receive antenna via analog hardware, and using these
estimates for beamforming. To enable such non-trivial operation,
two reference tone recovery techniques and a novel receiver archi-
tecture for PACE are proposed and analyzed, both theoretically
and via simulations. Results suggest that in sparse, wide-band
channels and above a certain signal-to-noise ratio, PACE aided
beamforming suffers only a small loss in beamforming gain and
enjoys a much lower CE overhead, in comparison to conventional
approaches. Benefits of using PACE aided beamforming during
the initial access phase are also discussed.

Index Terms—Hybrid beamforming, analog beamforming,
massive MIMO, channel estimation, analog channel estimation,
initial access, carrier recovery, carrier arraying.

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems,
enabled by using antenna arrays with many elements at
the transmitter (TX) and/or receiver (RX), promise large
beamforming gains and improved spectral efficiency, and are
therefore a key focus area for 5G systems research and
development [1], [2]. Such massive antenna arrays, while also
beneficial at sub-6 GHz frequencies, are essential at the higher
millimeter-wave (mm-wave) frequencies to compensate for the
large channel attenuation. However, despite their numerous
benefits, full complexity massive MIMO architectures suffer
from increased hardware cost and energy consumption. This
is because, though the antenna elements are affordable, the
corresponding up/down-conversion chains - which include
circuit components such as analog-to-digital converters and
digital-to-analog converters - are both expensive and power
hungry [3]. A popular solution to reduce this implementation
cost is hybrid beamforming [4], [5], where the large antenna
array is connected to a small number of up/down-conversion
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chains via power-efficient and cost-effective analog hardware,
such as, phase-shifters. By using such analog hardware to
focus power into the dominant channel directions, hybrid
beamforming exploits the directional nature of wireless chan-
nels to minimize loss in system performance. In this paper,
we focus on a special case of hybrid beamforming with one
up/down-conversion chain (for the in-phase and quadrature-
phase components each), referred to as analog beamforming.

A major challenge with analog beamforming (and also hy-
brid beamforming in general) is the acquisition of the channel
state information (CSI) required for beamforming at the TX
and RX. In narrow-band (i.e., frequency-flat fading) systems
[6]–[12], the required CSI usually involves instantaneous chan-
nel parameters (iCSI), while in wide-band systems [13]–[18]
average channel parameters (aCSI) are used for designing the
analog beamformer. Here aCSI refers to channel parameters
that remain constant over a wide time-frequency range, such
as the spatial correlation matrices, while iCSI are parameters
that change faster. In either scenario, the required CSI can be
obtained by transmitting known signals (pilots) and performing
channel estimation (CE) at the RX within each CSI coherence
time, i.e., period over which CSI remains constant.1 Since all
RX antennas share one down-conversion chain, multiple tem-
poral pilot transmissions are required for performing such CE
[16], [19]–[21]. As an illustration, exhaustive CE approaches
[20] require O(MtxMrx) pilots, where Mtx,Mrx are the number
of TX and RX antennas, respectively and O(·) represents the
scaling behavior in big oh notation. Such a large pilot overhead
may consume a significant portion of the time-frequency
resources when the CSI coherence time is short, such as in
vehicle-to-vehicle channels, in systems using narrow TX/RX
beams, e.g., massive MIMO, or in channels with large carrier
frequencies and high blocking probabilities, e.g., at mm-wave
frequencies [22]. The overhead also increases system latency
and makes the initial access2 (IA) procedure very cumbersome
[23]–[25]. Several fast CE approaches have therefore been
suggested to reduce the pilot overhead, which are discussed
below assuming Mtx = 1 for convenience.3 Side information
aided narrow-band CE approaches utilize channel statistics
and temporal correlation to reduce the iCSI pilot overhead
[12], [21], [26], [27]. Compressed sensing based approaches
[19], [28]–[30] exploit the sparse nature of the massive MIMO

1Required CSI at the TX is obtained either via CE on the reverse link, or
via CSI feedback from RX.

2Initial access refers to the phase wherein, a user equipment and base-station
discover each other, synchronize, and coordinate to initiate communication.

3For Mtx > 1, the pilot overhead increases further, either multiplicatively
or additively, by a function of Mtx, determined by the CE algorithm used at
the TX.
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channels to reduce the pilots up to O[L log(Mrx/L)] per CSI
coherence time, where L is the channel sparsity level. Iterative
angular domain CE performs beam sweeping at the RX with
progressively narrower search beams to find a good beam
direction with O(log Mrx) pilots [25], [31], [32]. Approaches
that utilize side information to improve iterative angular do-
main CE [33], [34] or perform angle domain tracking [35],
[36] have also been considered. Sparse ruler based approaches
exploit the possible Toeplitz structure of the spatial correlation
matrix to reduce pilots to O(

√
Mrx) per CSI coherence time

[16], [37]–[40]. Since the overhead still scales with Mrx
3, these

approaches are only partially successful in reducing the pilot
overhead. Furthermore, some of these CE approaches may not
be applicable for IA since they would require the timing and
frequency synchronization [41], [42] to be performed without
the TX/RX beamforming gain, which may be difficult at the
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and high phase noise (i.e.,
random fluctuations of the instantaneous oscillator frequency)
levels expected in mm-wave systems. Some of these CE
approaches also require the channel to remain static during the
re-transmissions and are only applicable for certain antenna
configurations and/or channel models. Finally, to reduce the
impact of the transient effects of analog hardware on CE [43],
the multiple pilots may have to be spaced sufficiently far apart
[44], thus potentially increasing the latency.

The main reason for the pilot overhead is that conventional
CE approaches require processing in the digital domain, thus
having to time-share the down-conversion chain across the an-
tennas. Inspired by ultra-wideband transmit reference schemes
[45]–[47] and legacy adaptive antenna array techniques [48]–
[51], our recent conference papers [52], [53], explore a differ-
ent novel approach that enables CE without digital processing.
In this approach, the TX transmits a reference sinusoidal tone
simultaneously with the data. The received reference signals
(including both amplitude and phase) are then recovered at
each RX antenna via analog hardware and are utilized as a
homodyne combining filter for the data. In essence, [52], [53]
show that a maximal ratio combining (MRC) beamformer built
for a reference frequency also provides a good, albeit sub-
optimal, beamforming gain at other frequencies in a sparse
scattering, wide-band channel. This is because, although they
experience frequency selective fading, such channels exhibit a
strong coupling across frequency. Since recovering a reference
sinusoidal signal, or equivalently estimating its amplitude and
phase, is significantly simpler than conventional CE, it can be
performed at each RX antenna by analog hardware such as
phase locked loops. Thus, by avoiding digital CE, this scheme
allows RX beamforming without pilot re-transmissions. We
shall henceforth refer to this type of amplitude and phase
estimation as analog channel estimation (ACE). Note that
due to the limited capabilities of analog hardware and the
low SNR before beamforming, performing ACE and exploring
new ACE techniques is non-trivial. In the original design
in [52], the reference has to be transmitted continuously, to
enable its recovery at the RX. While this design reduces the
estimation overhead and avoids phase-shifters, it requires Mrx
carrier recovery circuits which may add to the cost and power
consumption of the RX. Furthermore, the continuous recovery

of the reference tone is an overkill, and may cause some
wastage in the transmit power and spectral efficiency. In [53],
a non-coherent variant of [52] is explored that avoids recovery
circuits but at the expense of 50% bandwidth efficiency
reduction. The current paper therefore proposes a different
ACE scheme, referred to as periodic ACE (PACE), where
the reference is transmitted judiciously, and its amplitude and
phase are explicitly estimated to drive an RX phase shifter
array. Unlike [52], PACE requires one carrier recovery circuit
and Mrx phase shifters (see Fig. 1) and can support both
homo/heter-dyne reception.

In PACE, the TX transmits a reference tone at a known
frequency during each periodic RX beamformer update phase.
One carrier recovery circuit, involving phase-locked loops
(PLLs), is used to recover the reference tone from one or more
antennas, as shown in Fig. 1. This recovered reference tone,
and its quadrature component, are then used to estimate the
phase off-set and amplitude of the received reference tone at
each RX antenna, via a bank of ‘filter, sample and hold’ cir-
cuits (represented as integrators in Fig. 1). As shall be shown,
these estimates are proportional to the channel response at
the reference frequency. These estimates are used to control
an array of variable gain phase-shifters, which generate the
RX analog beam. During the data transmission phase, the
wide-band received data signals pass through these phase-
shifters, are summed and processed similar to conventional
analog beamforming. As the phase and amplitude estimation is
done in the analog domain, O(1) pilots are sufficient to update
the RX beamformer. Additionally, the power from multiple
channel MPCs is accumulated by this approach, increasing
the system diversity against MPC blocking. Furthermore, the
same variable gain phase-shifts can also be used for transmit
beamforming on the reverse link. Finally, by providing an
option for digitally controlling the inputs to the phase-shifters,
the proposed architecture can also support conventional beam-
forming approaches.

On the flip side, PACE requires some additional analog
hardware components, such as mixers and filters, in com-
parison to conventional digital CE. Additionally, the accumu-
lation of power from multiple MPCs may cause frequency
selective fading in a wide-band scenario, which can degrade
performance. Finally, the proposed approach in its current
suggested form does not support reception of multiple spatial
data streams and can only be used for beamforming at one
end of a communication link. This architecture is therefore
more suitable for use at the user equipment (UEs). The
possible extensions to multiple spatial stream reception shall
be explored in future work. While the proposed architecture
is also applicable in narrow-band scenarios, in this paper we
shall focus on the analysis of a wide-band scenario where the
repetition interval of PACE and beamformer update is of the
order of aCSI coherence time, i.e. time over which the aCSI
stays approximately constant (also called stationarity time in
some literature).

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) We propose a novel transmission technique, namely

PACE, and a corresponding RX architecture that enable
RX analog beamforming with low CE overhead.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of an RX with analog beamforming enabled via periodic analog channel estimation.

2) To enable the RX operation, we also explore two novel
reference recovery circuits. These circuits are non-linear,
making their analysis non-trivial. We provide an ap-
proximate analysis of their phase-noise and the resulting
performance that is tight in the high SNR regime.

3) We analytically characterize the achievable system
throughput with PACE aided beamforming in a wide-
band channel.

4) Simulations with practically relevant channel models
are used to support the analytical results and compare
performance to existing schemes.

The organization of the paper is as follows: the system
model is presented Section II; two designs for PACE and
their respective noise analysis is presented in Section III;
the system performance with PACE aided beamforming is
characterized in Section IV; the advantages of PACE for
transmit beamforming and during the IA phase are discussed
in Section V; simulations results are presented in Section VI
and finally conclusions are in Section VII.

Notation: scalars are represented by light-case letters; vec-
tors by bold-case letters; and sets by calligraphic letters. Ad-
ditionally, j =

√
−1, a∗ is the complex conjugate of a complex

scalar a, |a| represents the `2-norm of a vector a and A† is the
conjugate transpose of a complex matrix A. Finally, E{} rep-
resents the expectation operator, ⊗ represents the Kronecker
product, d

= represents equality in distribution, Re{·}/Im{·}
refer to the real/imaginary component, respectively, CN(a,B)
represents a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian vector
with mean a and covariance matrix B, Exp{a} represents an
exponential distribution with mean a and Uni{a, b} represents
a uniform distribution in range [a, b].

II. GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS AND SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the downlink of a single-cell MIMO system,
wherein one base station (BS) with Mtx antennas transmits

to several UEs with Mrx antennas each. Since focus is on the
downlink, we shall use abbreviations BS & TX and UE & RX
interchangeably. Each UE is assumed to have one up/down-
conversion chain, while no assumptions are made regarding
the BS architecture. Here we assume the communication

Fig. 2. An illustrative transmission block structure for the PACE scheme.

between the BS and UEs to involve three important phases:
(i) initial access (IA) - where the BS and UEs find each other,
timing/frequency synchronization is attained and spectral re-
sources are allocated; (ii) analog beamformer design - where
the BS and UEs obtain the required aCSI to update the analog
precoding/combining beams; and (iii) data transmission. The
relative time scale of these phases are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Through most of this paper (Sections II-IV), we assume that
the IA and beamformer design at the BS are already achieved,
and we mainly focus on the beamformer design phase at the
UE and the data transmission phase. Therefore we assume
perfect timing and frequency synchronization between the BS
and UE, and assume that the TX beamforming has been pre-
designed based on aCSI at the BS. Later in Section V, we
also briefly discuss how aCSI can be acquired at the BS,
how IA can be performed and how the use of PACE can be
advantageous in those phases.

The BS transmits one spatial data-stream to each scheduled
UE, and all such scheduled UEs are served simultaneously
via spatial multiplexing. Furthermore, the data to the UEs is
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assumed to be transmitted via orthogonal precoding beams,
such that, there is no inter-user interference.4 Under these
assumptions and given transmit precoding beams and power
allocation, we shall restrict the analysis to one representative
UE without loss of generality. For convenience, we shall also
assume the use of noise-less and perfectly linear antennas, fil-
ters, amplifiers and mixers at both the BS and UE. An analysis
including the non-linear effects of these components is beyond
the scope of this paper. The BS transmits orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols with K sub-carriers,
indexed as K = {−K1, ...,K2 − 1,K2} with K1 + K2 + 1 = K ,
to this representative UE.5 The BS transmits two kinds of
symbols: reference symbols and data symbols. In a reference
symbol, only a reference tone, i.e., a sinusoidal signal with
a pre-determined frequency known both to the BS and UE,
is transmitted on the 0-th subcarrier, and the remaining sub-
carriers are all empty. On the other hand, in a data symbol all
the K sub-carriers are used for data transmission.6 The purpose
of the reference symbols is to aid PACE and beamformer
design at the RX, as shall be explained later. Since the BS
can afford an accurate oscillator, we shall assume that the BS
suffers negligible phase noise. The Mtx×1 complex equivalent
transmit signal for the 0-th symbol, if it is a reference or data
symbol, respectively, can then be expressed as:

s̃(r)tx (t) =

√
2

Tcs
t
√

E (r)ej2π fct (1a)

s̃(d)tx (t) =

√
2

Tcs
t
[ ∑
k∈K

x(d)
k

ej2π fk t
]
ej2π fct, (1b)

for −Tcp ≤ t ≤ Ts, where t is the Mtx × 1 unit-norm TX beam-
forming vector for this UE with |t| = 1, x(d)

k
is the data signal at

the k-th OFDM sub-carrier, j =
√
−1, fc is the carrier/reference

frequency, fk = k/Ts represents the frequency offset of the k-
th sub-carrier, Tcs = Tcp+Ts and Ts,Tcp are the symbol duration
and the cyclic prefix duration, respectively. Here we define the
complex equivalent signal such that the actual (real) transmit
signal is given by s(·)tx (t) = Re{s̃(·)tx (t)}. For the data symbols, we
assume the use of Gaussian signaling with E (d)

k
= E{|xk |2}, for

each k ∈ K. The total average transmit OFDM symbol energy
(including cyclic prefix) allocated to the UE is defined as Ecs,
where Ecs ≥ E (r) and Ecs ≥

∑
k∈K E (d)

k
. For convenience we

also assume that fc is a multiple of 1/Tcs, which ensures that
the reference tone has the same initial phase in consecutive
reference symbols.

The channel to the representative UE is assumed to be
sparse with L resolvable MPCs (L � Mtx,Mrx), and the
corresponding Mrx × Mtx channel impulse response matrix is
given as [22]:

H(t) =
L−1∑̀
=0
α`arx(`)atx(`)

†δ(t − τ`), (2)

4This type of precoding is possible by avoiding transmission to the
scatterers common to multiple scheduled UEs [27].

5While the proposed PACE technique is also applicable to single carrier
transmission, a detailed analysis of the same is beyond the scope of this paper.

6In an actual implementation the data symbols may have may also have
null and pilot sub-carriers, but we ignore them here for simplicity.

where α` is the complex amplitude and τ` is the delay
and atx(`),arx(`) are the TX and RX array response vectors,
respectively, of the `-th MPC. As an illustration, the `-th RX
array response vector for a uniform planar array with MH
horizontal and MV vertical elements (Mrx = MHMV) is given
by arx(`) = ārx

(
ψrx

azi(`),ψ
rx
ele(`)

)
, where we define:

ārx(ψ
rx
azi,ψ

rx
ele) ,

1

ej2π
∆H sin(ψrx

azi) sin(ψrx
ele)

λ

. . .

ej2π
∆H(MH−1) sin(ψrx

azi) sin(ψrx
ele)

λ


⊗


1

ej2π
∆V cos(ψrx

ele)
λ

. . .

ej2π
∆V(MV−1) cos(ψrx

ele)
λ


, (3)

ψrx
azi(`), ψ

rx
ele(`) are the azimuth and elevation angles of arrival

for the `-th MPC, ∆H,∆V are the horizontal and vertical
antenna spacings and λ is the wavelength of the carrier signal.
Expressions for atx(`) can be obtained similarly. Note that
in (2) we implicitly assume frequency-flat MPC amplitudes
{α0, .., αL−1} and ignore beam squinting effects [54], which are
reasonable assumptions for moderate system bandwidths. To
prevent inter symbol interference, we also let the cyclic prefix
be longer than the maximum channel delay: Tcp > τL−1. To
model a time varying channel, we treat {α`,atx(`),arx(`)} as
aCSI parameters, that remain constant within an aCSI coher-
ence time and may change arbitrarily afterwards.7 However
since the channel is more sensitive to delay variations, the
MPC delays {τ0, ..., τL−1} are modeled as iCSI parameters that
only remain constant within a shorter interval called the iCSI
coherence time. Note that this time variation of delays is an
equivalent representation of the Doppler spread experienced
by the RX. Finally, we do not assume any distribution prior
or side information on {α`,atx(`),arx(`), τ`}.

The RX front-end is assumed to have a low noise amplifier
followed by a band-pass filter at each antenna element that
leaves the desired signal un-distorted but suppresses the out-
of-band noise. The Mrx×1 filtered complex equivalent received
waveform for the 0-th symbol can then be expressed as:

s̃(·)rx (t) =
L−1∑̀
=0
α`arx(`)atx(`)

†s̃(·)tx (t − τ`) +
√

2w̃(·)(t)ej2π fct (4)

for 0 ≤ t ≤ Ts, where (·) = (r)
/
(d), w̃(·)(t) is the Mrx × 1

complex equivalent, base-band, stationary, additive, vector
Gaussian noise process, with individual entries being circularly
symmetric, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), and
having a power spectral density: Sw( f ) = N0 for − fK1 ≤

f ≤ fK2 . During the data transmission phase, the Mrx × 1
received data waveform s̃(d)rx (t) is phase shifted by a bank of
phase-shifters, whose outputs are summed and fed to a down-
conversion chain for data demodulation, as in conventional
analog beamforming. However unlike conventional CE based
analog beamforming, the control signals to the phase-shifters
are obtained using the reference symbols s̃(r)rx (t) and using
PACE, as shall be discussed in the next section.

7While each MPC may contain several unresolved sub-paths, the corre-
sponding set of scatterers are usually co-located. Therefore the relative sub-
path delays and resulting MPC amplitude α` are expected to vary slowly with
the TX/RX movement.
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III. ANALOG BEAMFORMER DESIGN AT THE RECEIVER

During each beamformer design phase, the BS transmits D
consecutive reference symbols to facilitate PACE at the RX.
This process involves two steps: locking a local RX oscillator
to the received reference tone and using this locked oscillator
to estimate the amplitude and phase-offsets at each antenna.8

Here locking refers to ensuring that the phase difference
between the oscillator and the received reference tone is
approximately constant. The first D1 reference symbols are
used for the former step and the remaining D2 = D − D1
symbols are used for the latter step. Therefore D is indepen-
dent of Mrx and is mainly determined by the time required for
oscillator locking (see Remark III.1). The first step shall be
referred to as recovery of the reference tone and is analyzed
in Section III-A and while the latter step is discussed in
Section III-B. As shall be shown both steps are significantly
impaired by channel noise. Therefore in Section III-C, we
propose an improved architecture for reference tone recovery
that provides better noise performance, albeit with a slightly
higher hardware complexity. For convenience, we shall assume
that the MPC delays do not change within the beamformer
design phase, and are represented as {τ̂0, ..., τ̂L−1} (see also
Remark III.2). However the delays may be different during
the data transmission phase, as shall be considered in Section
IV. Without loss of generality, assuming the first reference
symbol to be the 0-th OFDM symbol, the complex equivalent
RX signal for the D reference symbols at antenna m can be
expressed as:9

s̃(r)rx,m(t) =
√

2A(r)m ej2π fct +
√

2w̃(r)m (t)ej2π fct (5)

for 0 ≤ t ≤ DTcs − Tcp, where A(r)m ,∑L−1
`=0

√
1
Tcs
α`[arx(`)]matx(`)

†t
√

E (r)e−j2π fcτ̂` is the amplitude
of the reference tone at antenna m.

A. Recovery of the reference tone - using one PLL
For locking a local RX oscillator to the reference signal, we

first consider the use of a type 2 analog PLL at RX antenna 1,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. The PLL is a common carrier-recovery
circuit - with a mixer, a loop low pass filter (LF) a variable loop
gain (G) and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) arranged
in a feedback mechanism - that can filter the noise from an
input noisy sinusoidal signal (see [55], [56] for more details).
Here LF is assumed to be a first-order active low-pass filter
with a transfer function LF (s) = 1 + ε/s and the loop gain
G is assumed to adapt to the amplitude of the input such
that G |A(r)1 | = constant.10 For convenience, we also ignore the
VCO’s internal noise [57], [58]. Without loss of generality, let
the output of the VCO (i.e. the recovered reference tone) be
expressed as:

sPLL(t) = svco(t) =
√

2 cos[2π fct + θ̄ + θ(t)] (6)

8Note that IA based time/frequency synchronization usually involves digital
post-processing. Thus prior IA based synchronization does not guarantee that
an RX oscillator is locked to the reference tone.

9The component of s̃(·)rx (t) for −Tcp ≤ t ≤ 0 suffers inter-symbol
interference and hence is not included here.

10Such a variable gain can possibly be implemented by using an automatic
gain control circuit.

LNA
srx,1(t)

× LF G

VCOsvco(t)
sPLL(t)

(a) Block diagram

(b) Sample input/output

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the PLL at antenna 1 for reference recovery, and a
sample illustration of its output.

where θ(t)may be arbitrary and we define θ̄ ∈ (−π, π] such that
A(r)1 e−jθ̄ = −j|A(r)1 |. Then the stochastic differential equation
governing (6) for 0 ≤ t ≤ DTcs − Tcp is given by [56]:

2π fc+
dθ(t)

dt
= LF

{
Re{s̃rx,1(t)}

√
2 cos

[
2π fct + θ̄ + θ(t)

]}
G

+ 2π fvco

= LF
{
Re

[
A(r)1 e−j[θ̄+θ(t)] + w̃

(r)
1 (t)e

−j[θ̄+θ(t)]]}G + 2π fvco (7)

where fvco is the free running frequency of the VCO with
no input, we use (5) and assume fc is much larger than
the bandwidth of LF. In this subsection, we are interested
in finding the time required for locking (D1Tcs), i.e., for
θ(t) to (nearly) converge to a constant and characterizing
the distribution of the PLL output sPLL(t), or equivalently
θ(t), during the last D2 reference symbols when the PLL is
locked to the reference tone. The first part is answered by the
following remark:

Remark III.1. For the PLL considered, the phase lock acqui-

sition time is ≈ 1
ε

(
2π( fc− fvco)

|A
(r)
1 |G

)2
in the no noise scenario [55],

[56]. Thus ε and |A(r)1 |G must be of the orders of 1/Ts and
2π | fc − fvco | respectively, to keep D1 small.

Numerous techniques [59], [60] have been proposed to fur-
ther reduce the lock acquisition time, which are not explored
here for brevity. In the locked state, it can be shown that θ(t)
suffers from random fluctuations due to the input noise w̃

(r)
1 (t)

in (7), and that θ(t) (modulo 2π) is approximately a zero mean
random process [55], [56]. This fluctuation manifests as phase
noise of sPLL(t). While several attempts have been made to
characterize the locked state θ(t) (see [55], [56] and references
therein), closed form results are available only for a few simple
scenarios that are not applicable here. Therefore, for analytical
tractability, we linearize (7) using the following widely used
approximations [56]:

1) We neglect cycle slips and assume that the deviations of
θ(t) about its mean value are small, such that e−jθ(t) ≈
1 − jθ(t) in the locked state.

2) We assume that the distribution of the base-band
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noise process w̃
(r)
1 (t) is invariant to multiplication with

e−j[θ̄+θ(t)], i.e., ŵ(r)1 (t) , w̃
(r)
1 (t)e

−j[θ̄+θ(t)] is also a Gaus-
sian noise process with power spectral density Sw( f ).

Approximation 1 is accurate in the locked state and in the large
SNR regime, while Approximation 2 is accurate when the
noise bandwidth is much larger than the loop filter bandwidth
[56], [61]. Using these approximations and the definition of
θ̄, we can linearize (7) as:

dθL(t)
dt

= LF

{
− |A(r)1 |θL(t) +

ŵ
(r)
1 (t) + [ŵ

(r)
1 (t)]

∗

2

}
G

−2π[ fc − fvco] (8)

where we replace θ(t) by θL(t) to denote use of the linear
approximation. Note that for sufficient SNR, θ(t)

d
≈ θL(t)

(modulo 2π) during the last D2 reference symbols. Assuming
θL(0) = 0 and the PLL input to be 0 for t ≤ 0 and taking the
Laplace transform on both sides of (8), we obtain:

sΘL(s) = GLF (s)

[
−|A(r)1 |ΘL(s) +

Ŵ
(r)
1 (s) + [Ŵ

(r)
1 (s

∗)]
∗

2

]
−

2π[ fc − fvco]

s
(9)

where ΘL(s) and Ŵ(r)
1 (s) are the Laplace transforms of θL(t)

and ŵ
(r)
1 (t), respectively. It can be verified using the final value

theorem that the contribution of the last term on the right
hand side of (9) vanishes for t � 0 (i.e., in locked state).
Therefore ignoring this term in (9), we observe that θL(t) is
a zero mean, stationary Gaussian process [57], in the locked
state. Furthermore, the locked state power spectral density,
auto-correlation function and variance of θL(t) can then be
computed, respectively, as:

SθL ( f ) = E|ΘL(j2π f )|2

=
|G |2(4π2 f 2 + ε2)Sw( f )

2
�� − 4π2 f 2 + G(j2π f + ε)|A(r)1 |

��2 (10)

RθL (τ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

SθL ( f )e
j2π f tdt

≈
|G |2N0

4

[ a2 − ε2

a(a2 − b2)
e−a |t | +

b2 − ε2

b(b2 − a2)
e−b |t |

]
(11)

Var{θL(t)} = RθL (0) ≤ N0
|A(r)1 |G + ε

4|A(r)1 |
2 , (12)

where 2a = G |A(r)1 | +

√
G2 |A(r)1 |

2
− 4G |A(r)1 |ε , 2b = G |A(r)1 | −√

G2 |A(r)1 |
2
− 4G |A(r)1 |ε , (11)–(12) follow from finding the in-

verse Fourier transform via partial fraction expansion and the
final expressions follow by observing that Sw( f ) ≤ N0 for all
f . Since θL(t) is stationary and Gaussian in locked state, note
that its distribution is completely characterized by (10)–(12).

B. Phase and amplitude offset estimation

This subsection analyzes the procedure for reference signal
phase and amplitude offset estimation at each RX antenna. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, the PLL signal from antenna 1 is fed to

a π/2 phase shifter to obtain its quadrature component. From
(6), the in-phase and quadrature-phase components of the PLL
signal for D1Tcs − Tcp ≤ t ≤ DTcs − Tcp can be expressed
together as:

s̃PLL(t) =
√

2ej[2π fct+θ̄+θ(t)]. (13)

At each RX antenna, the received reference signal is multiplied
by the in-phase and quadrature-phase components of the PLL
signal, and the resulting outputs are fed to ‘filter, sample and
hold’ circuits. This circuit involves a low pass filter with a
bandwidth of ≈ 1/(D2Tcs), followed by a sample and hold
circuit that samples the filtered output at the end of the D
reference symbols. For convenience, in this paper we shall
approximate this ‘filter, sample and hold’ by an integrate and
hold operation as depicted in Fig. 1. Representing the ‘filter,
sample and hold’ outputs corresponding to the in-phase and
quadrature-phase components of the PLL output as real and
imaginary respectively, the Mrx × 1 complex sample and hold
vector can be approximated as:

IPACE ≈
1

D2

∫ T2

T1

Re{s̃(r)rx (t)}s̃
∗
PLL(t)dt

=
1

D2

∫ T2

T1

[√
1

Tcs
Ĥ(0)t

√
E (r)e−j[θ̄+θ(t)]+ŵ(r)(t)

]
dt, (14)

where 1
D2

is a scaling factor, T1 , D1Tcs−Tcp, T2 , DTcs−Tcp,
Ĥ( fk) ,

∑L−1
`=0 α`arx(`)atx(`)

†e−j2π( fc+ fk )τ̂` is the Mrx × Mtx
frequency-domain channel matrix for the k-th subcarrier dur-
ing beamformer design phase and ŵ(r)(t) , w̃(r)(t)e−j[θ̄+θ(t)] is
an Mrx×1 i.i.d. Gaussian noise process vector with power spec-
tral density Sw( f ) (see Approximation 2). Note that in locked
state (T1 ≤ t ≤ T2), we have θ(t)

d
≈ θL(t) (modulo 2π), as

per approximations 1 and 2. Furthermore from (11), the auto-
correlation function of θL(t) decays exponentially with a time
constant of O(1/G |A(r)1 |). Therefore, for G |A(r)1 | � 1/(D2Tcs),
IPACE experiences enough independent realizations of θ(t).
Therefore replacing the integral in (14) with an expectation
over VCO phase noise, we have:

IPACE
(1)
≈

√
TcsĤ(0)t

√
E (r)e−jθ̄E{e−jθL(t)} +

∫ T2

T1

ŵ(r)(t)
D2

dt

(2)
=

√
TcsĤ(0)t

√
E (r)e−jθ̄e−

Var{θL(t )}
2 +

√
TcsŴ(r), (15)

where
(1)
≈ follows from the fact that θ(t)

d
≈ θL(t) (modulo 2π) in

locked state,
(2)
= follows by defining Ŵ(r) , 1

D2
√
Tcs

∫ T2
T1

ŵ(r)(t)dt
and by using the characteristic function for the stationary
Gaussian process θL(t). Since ŵ(r)(t) is i.i.d. Gaussian with
a power spectral density Sw( f ), it can be verified that Ŵ(r) ∼
CN[OMrx×1, (N0/D2)IMrx ] when 1

D2
� K1,K2. From (15), note

that the signal component of the sample and hold output IPACE
is directly proportional to the channel matrix at the reference
frequency. The outputs are used as a control signals to the
RX phase-shifter array, to generate the RX analog beam to
be used during the data transmission phase. From (15) and
(12), note that either D2 or |A(r)1 | can be increased, to reduce
the impact of noise Ŵ(r) on the analog beam. Since |A(r)1 | is a
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non-decreasing function of E (r) (see (5)), this implies that E (r)

should be kept as large as possible while satisfying E (r) ≤ Ecs
and meeting the spectral mask regulations.

Note that the results in this section are based on several
approximations, including the linear phase noise analysis in
Section III-A. To test the accuracy of these results, the nu-
merical values of

�� ∫ T2
T1

e−jθ(t)dt
��/D2Tcs, obtained by simulating

realizations of θ(t) from (7), are compared to its analytic
approximation e−

Var{θL(t )}
2 in Fig. 4. Note that this comparison

reflects the accuracy of the approximation in (15). As is
evident from Fig. 4, (15) is accurate above a certain SNR.
Additionally, since IPACE decays exponentially with Var{θL(t)}
(see (15)), we observe from Fig. 4a that the mean integrator
output drops drastically below a certain threshold SNR. As
shall be shown in Section IV, such a drop in the mean causes
a sharp degradation in the system performance below this
threshold SNR. Therefore in the next subsection we propose
a better reference recovery circuit, called weighted carrier
arraying, that reduces the SNR threshold.

TABLE I
ONE PLL AND WEIGHTED ARRAYING SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value
fc 30GHz ε 4/Ts
fc − fvco 5MHz fIF 1GHz
Ts 1µs fc− fIF− f p

vco 5MHz
Tcp 0.1µs M {1,5,15}
K1 512 µ 2π/Ts

K2 511 Gp |A(r)rss |
2/
µ π | fc− fIF− f p

vco |

G |A(r)1 | π | fc− fvco | εp 4/Ts

Remark III.2. The preceding derivations assumed that the
MPC delays are identical for the D reference symbols. How-
ever since the PLL continuously tracks the RX signal and
phase/amplitude estimation at each antenna is performed si-
multaneously, these results are valid even if the delays change
slowly within the beamformer design phase.

Remark III.3. The RX phase-shifter array or the down-
conversion chain are not utilized during the D reference
symbols of the beamformer design phase. Therefore, data
reception is also possible during these D reference symbols
in parallel, as long as a sufficient guard band between the
data sub-carriers and the reference sub-carrier is provided
(similar to (27)) to reduce impact on the PLL performance.

Note that in a multi-cell scenario, use of the same reference
tone in adjacent cells can cause reference tone contamina-
tion, i.e., IPACE may contain components corresponding to
the channel from a neighboring BS. This is analogous to
pilot contamination in conventional CE approaches [1], and
can be avoided by using different, well-separated reference
frequencies in adjacent cells.
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(a) 1−Mean: 1 − E
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dt
��
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(b) Variance: E
[��� ∫ T2

T1
e−jθ (t )
D2Tcs

dt
��� − e− Var{θL}

2
]2

Fig. 4. Accuracy of the analytical approximation for the filter, sample and
hold outputs in (15) versus SNR for the one PLL and weighted arraying
architectures. In Fig. 4a, we plot 1 − E

�� ∫ T2
T1

e−jθ (t )
D2Tcs

dt
�� for simulations and

1−e−
Var{θL}

2 for analytic approximation. We assume A
(r)
1 = 1, A(r)5 = 0.7ejπ/3,

A
(r)
15 = 0.5e−jπ/3 and the remaining parameters are from Table I.

C. Recovery of the reference tone - using weighted carrier
arraying

For reducing the PLL SNR threshold and improving perfor-
mance, in this subsection we propose a new reference recovery
technique called weighted carrier arraying, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. Apart from a main primarly PLL, weighted carrier
arraying has secondary PLLs at a subsetM of antennas, which
compensate for the inter-antenna phase shift. The resulting
phase compensated signals from theM antennas are weighted,
combined and tracked by the primary PLL, which operates
at a higher SNR and with a wider loop bandwidth than the
secondary PLLs. Note that this architecture can be interpreted
as a generalization of the carrier recovery process in [50],
[51], [62], [63] that allows weighted combining. We shall
next analyze the performance of this arrayed PLL in the
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locked state. However, an analysis of the transient behavior
and lock acquisition time of this design is beyond the scope
of this paper. In Fig. 5, LPF/BPF refer to low-pass and band-
pass filters with wide bandwidths, designed only to remove
the unwanted side-band of the mixer outputs. Without loss
of generality, we express the outputs of the primary and
secondary VCOs as:11

sp
vco(t) =

√
2 cos[2π( fc − fIF)t + θ(t)]

ss
vco,m(t) =

√
2 cos[2π fIFt + φ̄m + φm(t)], m ∈ M

respectively, where θ(t), φm(t) are arbitrary, fIF is the common
free running frequency of the secondary VCOs, and φ̄m are
such that A(r)m e−j[φ̄m] = −j|A(r)m | for all m ∈ M. Now similar to
Section III-A, from (5) the differential equation governing the
secondary PLL at antenna m ∈ M can be expressed as:

dφm(t)
dt

= Re
[
A(r)m e−j[φ̄m+φm(t)+θ(t)]

+w̃
(r)
m (t)e

−j[φ̄m+φm(t)+θ(t)]
] Gs

m
√

2

= Re
[
− j|A(r)m |e−j[φm(t)+θ(t)] + ŵ

(r)
m (t)

] Gs
m
√

2
(16)

where we define ŵ
(r)
m (t) , w̃

(r)
m (t)e−j[φ̄m+φm(t)+θ(t)] and Gs

m is
the loop gain of the secondary VCO at antenna m. Similarly,
for the primary VCO we have:

2π( fc − fIF) +
dθ(t)

dt
= LF

{ ∑
m∈M

Re
[
− j|A(r)m |e−j[φm(t)+θ(t)]

+ŵ
(r)
m (t)

] 1
Gs

m

} Gp
√

2
+ 2π f p

vco (17)

where f p
vco is the free running frequency of the primary

VCO, Gp is the loop gain and LFp is an active low pass
filter with transfer function LFp(s) = (1 + εp/s). Similar
to Section III-A, to obtain the locked state distribution of
θ(t) we shall rely on the linear PLL analysis by using: 1)
e−j[φm(t)+θ(t)] ≈ 1 − j[φm(t) + θ(t)], which is accurate in
the high SNR locked state where φm(t) + θ(t) � 1 and 2)
ŵ
(r)
m (t)

d
≈ w̃

(r)
m (t), which is accurate for a wide noise bandwidth.

Using these approximations in (16)–(17) with zero initial
conditions and taking Laplace transforms, we obtain:

sΦL
m(s) =

(
− |A(r)m |[Φ

L
m(s) + ΘL(s)]

+
Ŵ
(r)
m (s) + [Ŵ

(r)
m (s∗)]

∗

2

) Gs
m
√

2
(18a)

sΘL(s) = LF(s)
∑
m∈M

[
−
|A(r)m |
Gs

m
[ΦL

m(s)+ΘL(s)]

+
Ŵ
(r)
m (s)+[Ŵ

(r)
m (s∗)]

∗

2Gs
m

] Gp
√

2
+

2π( fIF+ f p
vco− fc)

s
(18b)

where Ŵ(r)
m (s), ΘL(s) and ΦL

m(s) are the Laplace transforms
of ŵ(r)m (t), linear approximation θL(t) and linear approximation

11Another convergence point for s
p
vco(t) is at a frequency of ( fc + fIF). But

the final results presented here are also valid for this alternate convergence
point.

φL
m(t), respectively. We assume that the loop gains of the PLLs

adapt to the amplitudes of the input such that |A(r)m |Gs
m =

µ ∀m ∈ M and
∑

m∈M Gp |A(r)m |
2
= constant. Then solving

the system of equations in (18), we obtain:[
s +

∑
m∈M

(s + εp)|A(r)m |
2
Gp

µ(
√

2s + µ)

]
ΘL(s)

=
∑
m∈M

(s + εp)(Ŵ
(r)
m (s) + [Ŵ

(r)
m (s∗)]

∗
)|A(r)m |Gp

2µ(
√

2s + µ)

+
2π( fIF + f p

vco − fc)
s

(19)

It can be verified using the final value theorem that the last
term in (19) only contributes a constant phase shift for t � 0
(in locked state), say θ̄L.12 Thus, using steps similar to Section
III-A, we can obtain the locked state power spectral density
and variance of the time varying part of θL(t), i.e., θL(t) − θ̄L,
as:

SθL−θ̄L ( f )

=
N0 |A

(r)
rssGp |

2

2

����� (s + εp)

sµ(
√

2s + µ) + (s + εp)|A(r)rss |
2
Gp

�����2
s=j2πf

(20)

Var{θL(t)} =
(|A(r)rss |

2
[Gp/µ] +

√
2εp)[Gp/µ]N0

4
√

2(µ + |A(r)rss |
2
[Gp/µ])

≤
(|A(r)rss |

2
[Gp/
√

2µ] + εp)N0

4|A(r)rss |
2 , (21)

where [A(r)rss]
2
=

∑
m∈M |A

(r)
m |

2
. Comparing (21) to (12), note

that the PLL phase noise is essentially reduced by the maximal
ratio combining gain corresponding to theM antennas. As this
variation in θL(t) manifests as phase noise of sPLL(t) in Fig. 5,
the ‘filter, sample and hold’ outputs with weighted carrier
arraying can be obtained by using (21) in (15). The accuracy
of the resulting approximation is studied via simulations in
Fig. 4.

IV. DATA TRANSMISSION

During the data transmission phase, OFDM symbols of type
(1b) are transmitted and the corresponding received signals are
processed via the phase-shifter array with IPACE as the control
signals. Without loss of generality, again assuming the 0-th
OFDM symbol as a representative data symbol, the combined
data signal at the RX for 0 ≤ t ≤ Ts can be expressed as:9

R(t) =
1
√

2
I†PACE

[ L−1∑̀
=0

∑
k∈K

√
2

Tcs
α`arx(`)atx(`)

†txkej2π( fc+ fk )(t−τ` )

+
√

2w̃(d)(t)ej2π fct
]

where the 1/
√

2 is a scaling constant for convenience and we
assume that the MPC delays for this representative data symbol

12Simulations suggest this constant phase shift for the actual non-linear
system (16)–(17) is noise dependent. However such an arbitrary, but constant,
phase shift does not impact the resulting beamforming gain if cycle skipping
probability is low.
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Secondary PLLs

LNA
srx,m(t)

× LPF × LPF

Gs
mVCOs

1/Gs
m

LNA
srx,1(t)

× LPF × LPF

Gs
1VCOs

1/Gs
1

+ LFp Gp

VCOp

×

cos(2π fIFt)

BPF sPLL(t)

Arrayed PLL

Fig. 5. Block diagram of weighted carrier arraying for reference tone recovery.

are {τ0, ..., τL−1}. This phase shifted and combined signal R(t)
is then converted to base-band by a separate RX oscillator,
and any resulting phase noise is assumed to be mitigated
via some digital phase noise compensation techniques [58],
[64]–[66]. Therefore neglecting the down-conversion phase
noise, the resulting base-band signal can be expressed as
RBB(t) = R(t)e−j2π fct . This signal is then sampled and OFDM
demodulation follows. The OFDM demodulation output for
the k-th subcarrier (k ∈ K) is then given by:

Yk =
1
K

K−1∑
u=0

RBB

(uTs
K

)
e−j 2πku

K

=
1
√

Tcs
I†PACEH( fk)txk +

1
√

Tcs
I†PACEW̃(d)[k] (22)

where H( fk) ,
∑L−1
`=0 α`arx(`)atx(`)

†e−j2π( fc+ fk )τ` is the Mrx ×
Mtx frequency domain channel matrix for the k-th data
subcarrier and W̃(d)[k] ,

√
Tcs
K

∑K−1
u=0 w̃(d)(uTs

K )e
−j 2πku

K , with
W̃(d)[k] being independently distributed for each k ∈ K as
W̃(d)[k] ∼ CN[OMrx×1, (N0Tcs/Ts)IMrx ]. Note from (15) that
I†PACE is similar (with appropriate scaling), but not identical,
to the MRC beamformer for the k-th sub-carrier: t†H( fk)†.
The mismatch is due to the beamforming noise Ŵ(r) and
because the reference symbols and the k-th sub-carrier data
stream pass through slightly different channels, owing to the
difference in sub-carrier frequencies and the MPC delays
(τ̂` , τ`). Consequently, the beamformer IPACE only achieves
imperfect MRC, leading to some loss in performance and
causing the effective channel coefficients I†PACEH( fk)t to vary
with the sub-carrier index k, i.e., the system experiences
frequency-selective fading. Furthermore, since the MPC de-
lays {τ0, .., τL−1} change after every iCSI coherence time, so
may these channel coefficients. As depicted in Fig. 2, we
assume that the TX transmits pilot symbols within each iCSI
coherence time to facilitate estimation of these coefficients{
I†PACEH( fk)t

��k ∈ K}
at the RX. Since these pilots are used

only to estimate the effective single-input-single-output (SISO)
channel and not the actual MIMO channel, the corresponding
overhead is small and shall be neglected here. Assuming
perfect estimates of these channel coefficients, from (22) the
effective SNR for the k-th sub-carrier, and the instantaneous
system spectral efficiency (iSE), respectively, can be expressed

as:

γPACE
k (Ŵ(r),H(t)) ,

|I†PACEH( fk)t|
2
E (d)
k

‖IPACE‖
2N0Tcs/Ts

(23)

iSEPACE (
Ŵ(r),H(t)

)
,

∑
k∈K

1
K

log
(
1 + γPACE

k (Ŵ(r),H(t))
)
, (24)

where we neglect the cyclic prefix overhead in (24) for con-
venience. Note that the iSE maximizing data power allocation
{E (d)

k
|k ∈ K} can be obtained via water-filling across the

sub-carriers. While the exact expressions for (23)–(24) are
involved, their expectations with respect to IPACE can be
bounded, as stated by the following theorem.

Theorem IV.1. If the RX array response vectors for the
channel MPCs are mutually orthogonal, i.e., arx(`)

†arx(i) = 0
for ` , i, the effective SNR and iSE, averaged over the
beamformer noise Ŵ(r), can be bounded as in (25) where
β( Ûf , Üf ) =

∑L−1
`=0 |α` |

2 |atx(`)
†t|2ej[2π Ûf (τ̂`−τ` )−2π Üf τ` ] and ' rep-

resents a ≥ inequality at a high enough SNR such that the
approximations in Section III are accurate.

Proof. Substituting (15) in (22), and by treating the
received signal component corresponding to Ŵ(r), i.e.,
[Ŵ(r)]†H( fk)txk , as noise, we can obtain a lower bound to
the mean SNR as:

γPACE
k (H(t))

' EŴ(r)

{
Tcs

��t†Ĥ( f0)†H( fk)t��2E (d)
k

E (r)e−Var{θL(t)}

Exk ,W̃d[k]

{��I†PACEW̃d[k] + [Ŵ(r)]†H( fk)txk
��2}

}
(1)
≥

Tcs
��t†Ĥ( f0)†H( fk)t��2E (d)

k
E (r)e−Var{θL(t)}

EŴ(r)
{
‖IPACE‖

2N0Tcs/Ts +
��[Ŵ(r)]†H( fk)t��2E (d)

k

}
=

��t†Ĥ( f0)†H( fk)t��2E (d)
k

E (r)e−Var{θL(t)}

denom.

denom. =
[
t†Ĥ( f0)†Ĥ( f0)tE (r)e−Var{θL(t)}

+
MrxN0

D2

]
N0Tcs

Ts
+

N0
D2

t†H( fk)†H( fk)tE (d)k

(2)
=

Mrx |β( fc, fk)|2E (d)
k

E (r)e−Var{θL(t)}

β(0,0)N0Tcs
Ts

E (r)e−Var{θL(t)}+
N2

0Tcs
D2Ts
+

N0
D2
β(0,0)E (d)

k

, (26)
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γPACE
k (H(t)) '

MrxE (r)e−Var{θL(t)} |β( fc, fk)|2E (d)
k

β(0,0) N0
D2

E (d)
k
+ β(0,0)N0Tcs

Ts
E (r)e−Var{θL(t)} +

[N0]
2Tcs

D2Ts

(25a)

iSEPACE (
H(t)

)
'

∑
k∈K

1
K

log ©«1+
MrxE (r)e−Var{θL(t)} |β( fc, fk)|2E (d)

k

β(0,0) N0
D2

E (d)
k
+β(0,0)N0Tcs

Ts
E (r)e−Var{θL(t)} +

[N0]
2Tcs

D2Ts

ª®¬ , (25b)

where
(1)
≥ follows from the Jensen’s inequality and

(2)
= from

the orthogonality of the array response vectors. Similarly, by
treating [Ŵ(r)]†H( fk)txk as Gaussian noise independent of xk ,
a lower bound on the mean iSE can be obtained as:

iSEPACE (
H(t)

)
' EŴ(r)

∑
k∈K

1
|K |

log
[
1

+
Tcs

��t†Ĥ( f0)†H( fk)t��2E (d)
k

E (r)e−Var{θL(t)}

Exk ,W̃d[k]

{��I†PACEW̃d[k] + [Ŵ(r)]†H( fk)txk
��2}

]
≥

∑
k∈K

1
|K |

log
[
1

+
Mrx |β( fc, fk)|2E (d)

k
E (r)e−Var{θL(t)}

β(0,0)N0Tcs
Ts

E (r)e−Var{θL(t)}+
N2

0Tcs
D2Ts
+

N0
D2
β(0,0)E (d)

k

]
,

where we use similar steps to (26). �

The array response orthogonality condition in Theorem
IV.1 is satisfied if the scatterers corresponding to different
MPCs are well separated and Mrx � L [67]. Note that
even though the RX does not explicitly estimate the array
response vectors arx(`) for the MPCs, we still observe an RX
beamforming gain of Mrx in (25a). The impact of imperfect
MRC combining and the resulting frequency-selective fading
is quantified by β( fc, fk), where note that |β( fc, fk)| ≤ |β(0,0)|.
Another drawback of the fading is that it may cause a drastic
drop in performance of the one PLL architecture in Section
III-A if |A(r)1 | - the reference signal strength at the antenna 1
- falls in a fading dip, as is evident from (12) and (25). Note
however that the weighted arraying architecture in Section
III-C enjoys diversity against such fading by recovering the
reference tone from multiple antennas M.

V. INITIAL ACCESS AND ACSI ESTIMATION AT THE BS

In this section we suggest how aCSI can be acquired at
the BS during the TX beamformer design phase and also
propose a sample IA protocol that can utilize PACE. Note
that power allocation, user-scheduling and design of the TX
beamformer t requires knowledge of the TX array response
vectors and amplitudes {|α` |,atx(`)} for the different UEs.
Such aCSI can be acquired at the BS either via uplink CE,
or by downlink CE with CSI feedback from the RX. Uplink
CE can be performed by transmitting an orthogonal pilot from
each UE omni-directionally, and using any of the digital CE
algorithms from Section I at the BS. Note that PACE cannot
be used at the BS since the pilots from multiple UEs need
to be separated via digital processing. For downlink CE with

feedback, the BS transmits reference signals sequentially along
different transmit precoder beams (beam sweeping), with D
reference symbols for each beam. The UEs perform PACE for
each TX beam, and provide the BS with uplink feedback about
the corresponding link strength for data transmission.

The suggested IA protocol is somewhat similar to the
downlink CE with feedback, where the BS performs beam
sweeping along different angular directions, possibly with
different beam widths. For each TX beam, the BS transmits
D reference symbols, followed by a sequence of primary
(PSS) and secondary synchronization sequences (SSS). The
RX performs PACE, and provides uplink feedback to the
BS upon successfully detecting a PSS. However due to lack
of prior timing synchronization during IA phase, the ‘filter,
sample and hold’ circuit in Section III-B cannot be used
directly for the PACE. One alternative is to allow continuous
transmission of the reference tone even during the PSS and
SSS with the following suggested symbol structure:

s̃(ia)tx (t) =

√
2

Tcs
t
[√

E (r) +
∑

k∈K\G

x(p)
k

ej2π fk t
]
ej2π fct (27)

where G defines a guard band around the reference tone, to
reduce the impact of the data sub-carriers on the PLL output.
The amplitude and phase estimation can then be performed
similar to Section III-B, by multiplying the received signal at
each antenna with the PLL output and then filtering with a
low pass filter with cut-off frequency 1/(D2Tcs). Due to the
continuous availability of the reference tone, the filter outputs
can be directly used to control the phase shifter at each antenna
without the ‘sample and hold’ operation. Since D = O(1),
the IA latency does not scale with Mrx and yet the PSS/SSS
symbols can exploit the RX beamforming gain, thus improving
cell discovery radius and/or reducing IA overhead.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

For the simulation results, we consider a single cell scenario
with a λ/2-spaced 32 × 8 (Mtx = 256) antenna BS and one
representative UE with a λ/2-spaced 16 × 4 (Mrx = 64)
antenna array, having one down-conversion chain and using
PACE aided beamforming. The BS has perfect aCSI and
transmits one spatial OFDM data stream to this UE with
K = 1024 sub-carriers and the beamformer t aligned with the
strongest channel MPC. The RX beamformer design phase
is assumed to last D = 6 symbols with D2 = 2, where the
BS transmits reference symbols with power E (r) = 20Ecs/K
(to satisfy spectral mask regulations). The system parameters
for the one PLL and weighted arraying case, respectively, are
as given in Table I on page 7. For comparison to existing
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schemes, we include the performance of RTAT - the continu-
ous ACE based beamforming scheme in [52], and of statistical
RX analog beamforming [13], where the beamformer is the
largest eigen-vector of the RX spatial correlation matrix:
Rrx(t) = 1

K

∑
k∈K Ĥ( fk)tt†Ĥ( fk)

†
. For both these schemes we

ignore impact of phase noise and additionally, for statistical
beamforming we consider two cases: (a) perfect knowledge
of Rrx(t) at the RX and (b) estimate of Rrx(t) obtained using
sparse-ruler sampling [37] - a reduced complexity digital CE
technique. Note that PACE uses 6 reference symbols per
beamformer update phase, RTAT avoids reference symbols but
requires continuous transmission of the reference and sparse-
ruler sampling requires 21 pilot symbols for Mrx = 64.

We first consider a sparse multi-path channel having L = 3
MPCs with delays τ̂` = {0,20,40}ns, angles of arrival ψrx

azi =
{0, π/6,−π/6}, ψrx

ele = {0.45π, π/2, π/2} and effective ampli-
tudes α`atx(`)

†t√
β(0,0)

= {
√

0.6,−
√

0.3,
√

0.1}, respectively, during the

RX beamformer design phase and τ` = τ̂` + {30,25,25}ps for
one snapshot of the data transmission phase. For this channel,
the mean iSE of PACE aided beamforming, obtained using
Monte-Carlo simulations with the non-linear PLL equations
(7), (16), (17), is compared to the analytical approximation
(25b), and the performance other schemes in Fig. 6a. Since
the RX beamformer IPACE in (14) is random, the one sigma
interval of iSE is also depicted as a shaded region here. As
is evident from the results, the beamforming gain with PACE
aided beamforming is only 2 dB lower than that of statistical
beamforming, above a certain SNR threshold. Below this
threshold, however, PACE experiences an exponential decay in
peformance due to the oscillator phase noise, as also predicted
by Theorem IV.1. As is expected, this SNR threshold is lower
for weighted carrier arraying than for one PLL. Furthermore,
the derived analytical approximations are also accurate above
this SNR threshold. PACE also outperforms RTAT at high SNR
due to the judicious transmission of the reference, while the
deceptively better performance of RTAT at low SNR is due
to neglect of phase-noise. Note that these PACE results are
obtained for an oscillator offset of 5 MHz (see Table I on
page 7). Better performance can be achieved if the PLL is
optimized for more accurate local oscillators.

To study the impact of more realistic channels and number
of MPCs, we next model the channel as a rich scattering
stochastic channel with L resolvable MPCs, each with 10
unresolved sub-paths. Here the MPCs and sub-paths are gen-
erated identically to the clusters and rays, respectively, in the
3GPP TR38.900 Rel 14 channel model (UMi NLoS scenario)
[68]. The only difference from [68] is that we use an intra-
cluster delay spread of 1ns and an intra-cluster angle spread
of π/50 (for all elevation, azimuth, arrival and departure),
to ensure that the sub-paths of each MPC are unresolvable.
The channel SNR at each RX antenna (including the TX
beamforming gain) is fixed at 0 dB, and the channel variation
between beamformer design phase and one snapshot of the
data transmission phase is modeled by assuming that the RX
moves a distance of d = 2cm in a random azimuth direction
without changing its orientation. Note that this channel can
also be represented by our system model by replacing L in (2)

(a) Influence of SNR
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Fig. 6. Comparison of iSE for PACE based beamforming and other schemes
versus SNR and number of MPCs. Here E (r) = 20Ecs/K , E

(d)
k
= Ecs/K

∀k ∈ K and the PLL parameters are from Table I on page 7. For Fig. 6b we
use β(0,0)Ecs

KN0
= 1

with 10L. For this stochastic channel model, the mean iSE for
PACE aided beamforming, averaged over channel realizations,
is compared to RTAT and statistical beamforming in Fig. 6b.
For computational tractability, we skip the non-linear PLL
simulation and use the analytical expressions (15) and (24)
to quantify performance of PACE.13 These expressions are
accurate at 0dB SNR as observed from Fig. 6a. As observed
from the results, the loss in beamforming gain for PACE aided
beamforming increases with L, and therefore PACE is mainly
suitable for channels with L ≤ 10 resolvable MPCs. It must be
emphasized that such cases may frequently occur at mm-wave
frequencies, where the number of resolvable MPCs/clusters
with significant energy (within 20dB of the strongest) is on
the order 3 − 10 [22], [68].

Note that for the iSE results in this section, we did not

13Note that (25b) is not applicable due to non-orthogonality of array
response vectors.
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include the CE overhead. While digital appoaches like sparse
ruler sampling [16], [37] require 21 pilots (for Mrx = 64),
PACE uses only D = 6 pilots. The corresponding overhead
reduction is significant when downlink CE with feedback is
used for aCSI acquisition at the BS, such as in frequency
division duplexing systems.14 For example with exhaustive
beamscanning [20] at the TX and an aCSI coherence time
of 10ms, the BS aCSI acquisition overhead reduces from 40%
for sparse ruler techniques to 11% for PACE (see Section V
for protocol). The overhead reduction is expected to be higher
if the additional time required for beam switching and settling
[43], [44] are also taken into account. Thus, PACE aided
beamforming shows potential in solving the CE overhead issue
of hybrid massive MIMO systems, with minimal degradation
in performance.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes the use of PACE for designing the RX
beamformer in massive MIMO systems. This process involves
transmission of a reference sinusoidal tone during each beam-
former design phase, and estimation of its received amplitude
and phase at each RX antenna using analog hardware. A one
PLL based carrier recovery circuit is proposed to enable the
PACE receiver, and its analysis suggests that the quality of
obtained channel estimates decay exponentially with inverse
of the SNR at the PLL input. To remedy this and also to
obtain diversity against fading, a multiple PLL based weighted
carrier arraying architecture is also proposed. The performance
analysis suggests that PACE aided beamforming can be inter-
preted as using the channel estimates on one sub-carrier to
perform beamforming on other sub-carriers, with an additional
loss factor corresponding to the circuit phase-noise. Simulation
results suggest that PACE aided beamforming suffers only a
small beamforming loss in comparison to conventional analog
beamforming in sparse channels, at sufficiently high SNR.
This loss however increases with the number of channel MPCs
L, and hence PACE is mostly suitable for sparse channels
with few MPCs. The CE overhead reduction with PACE
is significant when downlink CE with feedback is required.
Benefits of PACE aided beamforming during IA phase are
also discussed, although a more detailed analysis will be a
subject for future work. Similarly the performance of PACE
at very low SNR and with system mismatches/imperfections
also requires more attention.
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